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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a finite group. The isomorphism classes of G-sets generate a commutative 
ring.~[G] which we call the Burnside ring of G. We prove that.~[G](~)Q is a semi- 
simple algebra over Q and that formulas for certain primitive idempotents of this 
algebra yield the theorem of Artin on rational characters in an explicit form due to 
Brauer. The proof uses an isomorphism between.~[G](~)Q and an algebra defined 
by the M6bius function of the partially ordered set of conjugacy classes of subgroups 
of G. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group. A finite set X is a G-set if there is given a 
mapping (a, x)  ~ ax  from G • X into X such that a(zx)  = (aT)X 
and lx  ---- x, for all a, ~ 6 G and x 6 X. Thus a G-set amounts to a finite 
set X together with a representation f G in the group of permutations 
of X. Each subgroup H of G defines a G-set XH whose elements are the 
left cosets mod H. The isomorphism classes of G-sets may be added 
and multiplied in natural  fashion and generate a commutative ring 
~[G]  which, since it seems to have been defined for the first time in 
Burnside's book [3, Secs. 184-5], we call the Burnside ring of G. 
Every G-set X defines a representation f G in G L (n, Q) and hence 
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defines a rational character of G. Isomorphic G-sets define the same 
character and the mapping which assigns to each isomorphism class its 
character, defines a ring homomorphism 
char: .~-~[G] ~ Y[G]  
of~[G] into the ring y [G]  of rational characters of G. It is no easy matter 
to describe the image of this homomorphism and very little is known 
about it. On the other hand if one is willing to consider the algebras 
.~20[G] =.~[G] @Q and Yo[G] ----.~f[G] (~) Q over the rational field Q, 
then the problem is a tractable one and one knows that the mapping char: 
.~o[G] -~ Yo[G], is an epimorphism. In fact, a theorem of Artin [1, 4] 
states that •o[G] is the image, under char, of the subalgebra of,CYo[G ]
spanned over Q by those isomorphism classes of G-sets which are defined 
by cyclic subgroups H of G. Alternatively, every rational character of G 
is a linear combination with rational coefficients, of permutation char- 
acters defined by cyclic subgroups. 
In this paper we stick to the easy case and show Artin's theorem is 
a consequence of general facts about .~q[G]. We prove that ~K[G] 
----3[G] @ K is a semisimple algebra for any field K of characteristic 
zero or prime to the order ] G [ of G. If K = Q, the argument yields a 
description of the kernel (and image) of char as well as a formula for 
certain primitive idempotents in 5~'o[G]. This formula passes, under 
char, into a formula of Brauer [2] which refines Artin's theorem by ex- 
pressing any rational character as an explicit linear combination of per- 
mutation characters defined by cyclic subgroups. 
The proofs hinge on definition of a semisimple algebra ~; [P ]  which 
we associate with any finite partially ordered set P and field K, and which, 
for reason apparent in its definition, we call the MSbius algebra of P 
over K. In case P is the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, 
partially ordered in natural fashion, it turns out that there is a canonical 
isomorphism~'K[G] _~ S/K[P], whenever the characteristic of K is zero 
or prime to I G I, and this determines the structure of .~K[G]. 
2. THE MOBIUS ALGEBRA 
Let P be a finite partially ordered set. The MSbius function # of P is 
a function from P • P to the ring Z of integers defined [5] recursively 
as follows: #(a, b) = 0 unless a =< b, while for a _--< b,/z(a, b) is defined 
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recursively by either of the two equivalent [5] formulas 
Y,, #(a, e) = 6a,b, 
a~c~b 
Y, #(e, b) = 6a,b. 
a~e~b 
Let d([P] be the free Z-module which has the elements of P for basis. 
I fP  is a lattice, we may define a product ab of elements of P by ab = a~ b, 
and then extending the definition of multiplication to J ' [P ]  by linearity 
we see that ~[P]  has an invariantly defined structure of commutative 
ring. The following theorem asserts that an analogous ring structure 
exists in ~ ' [P ]  whether P is a lattice or not. 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a finite partially ordered set. Let # be the M6bius 
function of P. For each pair (a, b) of elements of P, define a function 
q~,,b : P--> Z by 
q~,o(P) = Y, #(P, q), P ~ P, 
qePa,b 
where P~,b is the set of all elements q c P such that q ~ a and q ~ b. 
Define 
ab = • q~,b(P)P, 
p~P 
and extend the definition of product o ~'[P]  by linearity. Then J ' [P ] / s  a 
commutative ring isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Z which we call 
the MSbius ring of P. I f  K is a field, then the MSbius algebra J 'K[P] 
= ~/~ [P] Q K is a semisimple algebra over K, and its primitive idem- 
potents are e~ @ 1 where 
e~ = ~ #(b, a)b, a ~ P. 
b~P 
PROOF: Certainly the multiplication is commutative since Pa,b = Pb,~ 9 
The associativity of the multiplication will follow from properties of 
the e a . 
The zeta function of P [5] is a function ~: P • P -~  Z defined by 
~(a, b) = 1 if a < b and ~(a, b) = 0 otherwise. Define for each e ~ P, 
a Z-linear mapping 
~c : ~[P]  --~ Z 
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by 
r162  a~P.  
Then for a, b ~ P 
~(ab)  = Z cp.,b(p) r  
peP 
= Y, E~(c ,p ) t t (p ,q )  
qEPa, b pep 
= Z 6c,q-= ~e(a)$e(b), 
qePa,b 
so that (c is a homomorphism of J ' [P ]  into Z. Suppose all (c annihilate 
some x ~ J ' [P ] .  Then x =- 5]ae p ~(a)a  for suitable ~0(a)~ Z, where 
0 ---- Y~a>_c ~o(a) for all c ~ P. Since P is finite it has maximal elements c
and for any such c we conclude ~o(e)= 0. It follows by descending 
induction on a, that ~o(a) = 0 for all a a P and hence x = 0. Thus if 
x, y ~ ~ ' [P ]  and (~(x) = (c(Y) for all e ~ P, we have x = y. Now define 
ea ~ d([P]  as in the statement of the theorem. Then for a, e 6 P and 
x ~ J~'[P] 
$e(Xea) = ~c(x)$e(ea) = $e(x)CSa,c = $a(X)6a,c = ~e($a(x)ea), 
so that by our previous remark 
xe  a = ~a(x)ea , a ~ P,  x ~ J / '[P]. 
Thus ebaa = ~a(eb)ea = 6~,bea, so that the e~ are pairwise orthogonal 
idempotents of  ale'[P]. Let e =- ~],~p ea. Then ~(be)  = ~c(b)~c(e ) -= ~(b)  
for all c ~ P so that be = b and e is thus an identity element for ~ ' [P ] .  
Thus given x ~ Jg[P]  we may write 
x = xe  = E ~a(x)ea 9 
ct~P 
Now the orthogonality of  the idempotents shows for any x, y, z ~ ~ ' [P ]  
that 
(xy)z = E ~(x)~(y)~(z )e~ = x(yz), 
aeP 
so the multiplication is associative and ~g'[P] is indeed a commutative 
ring isomorphic to the direct sum of the Z Ca. I f  K is a field then 
~[P]  = Z K(e ,  | l )  
a~-P 
is certainly semisimple and the proof  is complete. 
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Note that if a n b exists for a particular pair (a, b) then 
~a,b(P)---- Y~ #(P ,q )= 1 i fp=a~b,  
p_<q_<ac~b 0 otherwise, 
so that ab = a ~ b. Thus if P has a unique maximal element m, then 
ma = rn n a = a for all a ~ p so that m is the identity of J / [P] .  
3. THE BURNSIDE ALGEBRA 
Let G be a finite group. Two G-sets X, Y are isomorphic if there exists 
a one-to-one map 0 from X onto Y such that O(crx) = cr(Ox) for all 
x ~ X and cr ~ G. The product X • Y becomes a G-set if we define 
cr(x, y) = (crx, cry). We say that X is transitive if X ----- Gx for some x ~ X. 
Any G-set X may be written as a disjoint union of uniquely determined 
transitive G-sets, the orbits of X under G. Any subgroup H of G defines 
a transitive G-set XH whose elements are the left cosets mod H, with 
cr(zH) defined as (crz)H. Conversely, if X is a transitive G-set and x is 
any element of X, then X is isomorphic to XH,  where H, the stabilizer 
of x, consists of the elements of G which fix x. Two subgroups define 
isomorphic G-sets if and only if they are conjugate in G. 
Let P be the set of all conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. Let~[G]  
----- ~a~P Zxa be the free Abelian group generated by symbols xa in one- 
to-one correspondence with the elements a of P. For each a ~ P choose 
a subgroup H a in the class a. Let X, be the corresponding G-set and for 
a, b, c ~ P let ra,b,c be the number of orbits of X,  • Xb under G which 
are isomorphic to Xc. This number depends only on a, b, c and not on 
the subgroups Ha,  Hb, He. Then defining products 
XaX b ~--- ~ Va,b,cXc 
vr 
of the basis elements, and extending the definition to ~[G]  by linearity, 
gives~[G] the structure of commutative ring, which we call the Burnside 
ring of G. The elements ~'a~P ~aXa , ~a ~ 0, correspond to the isomor- 
phism classes of G-sets and one may thus view the Xa as the isomorphism 
classes of transitive G-sets. These are elementary facts about permutation 
groups, and proofs are in Burnside's book [3]. I f  K is a field, we call 
,~K[G] =~[G]  (~) K the Burnside algebra of G over K. 
Define a partial ordering in P as follows. Write b < a if Hb is conjugate 
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in G to a subgroup of H a . This ordering depends only on P and not on 
the chosen subgroups Ha. For a, b ~ P let 
let 
and let 
LEMMA 1. 
Pa = {P C P]P ~ a}, 
Qa = {p e Plp < a} 
Pa,b = {p 6 P l p H a and p~b}.  
xax b~-O mod ~ Zxp. 
P~Pa,b 
PROOF: It follows from the definition that Va,b,, is ] G: H~ [-1 times the 
number of elements in Xa • Xb with stabilizer conjugate to H~. The 
stabilizer of an element (aHa, flHb) ~ Xa • Xb is otHaa -1 (3 flHof1-1. 
This group can be conjugate to Hp only i fp H a andp H b. The lemma is 
proved. 
We write Va,b = va,b,b and Va = va,a,a. 
LEMMA 2. I f  b H a then XaXb ~ va,bxb mod ~p~Qb Zxp, where ra,b is a 
positive integral divisor o f  l G [. I f  Na is the normalizer of  H a in G then 
va= ]Na : Hal .  
PROOF: We may replace Hb by a conjugate if necessary, so it is no re- 
striction to assume Hb ~ Ha. Since b H a, Lemma 1 implies 
X, Xb ~ v~,axb rood ~] Zxp 
PE Qb 
where Va,b is i G: Hb 1-1 times the number of elements (alia, flHb) ~ Xa • Xb 
such that aHaot -1 n flHbf1-1 is conjugate to Hb 9 Such conjugacy occurs if 
and only if flHbf1-1 ~_ ~Ha a-*, or, in other words, if and only if ~-lfl 
N0,a, where Nb,a ~-- Ha is the subgroup of all a e G such that aHb(r -1 
~_ H a . Let 91 ..... 9r represent the left cosets of G mod Nb,a, let a~ .... , a s 
represent the left cosets of Nb,a mod H a , and let ~ ..... rt represent the 
left cosets of Ha rood H b . Then 
G = u Q~Ha G = w ~ko't'r~Hb 
where i , k= 1 ,  .... r; j , l=  1 ..... s; and m= 1,... ,t.  Now 
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o'jl~il~ko'/~" m ~ Nb, a ~ ~-il~k ~ Nb, a ~ i = k 
so that h,b = rs~t/rst = ] Nb,a : Ha ] is a positive integral divisor of I G I. 
In case b = a, Nb,a is the normalizer of Ha, and this completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let  G be a f inite group and let K be af ie ld  o f  characteristic 
zero or prime to ] G 1. Let  P be the set o f  conjugacy classes o f  subgroups 
o f  G, partially ordered in the natural way. Then there is a canonical iso- 
morphism o f  the Burnside a lgebra2K[G ] with the M6bius algebra~//{r[P]. 
PROOF: Let Ya = xa @ 1. Then the Ya are a K-basis for~.~g[G ]. Let 
Ua= Y, Ky v and Va= ~ Ky~,. 
P~Pa PEQa 
By Lemma 1, multiplication by y.  defines a K-linear mapping 2a of Ua 
into Ua. Number the elements of P.  as a I . . . .  , a~ in such a way that 
ai < a~ implies i < j. Such numbering is clearly possible in any finite 
partially ordered set. Then, by Lemma 2, the matrix for 2 a in the basis 
Y.1, "",Yar is triangular, with diagonal entries either ~)al . . . . .  ~/at , or 
ral, "", rat reduced modulo the prime characteristic of K. In view of our 
assumption on the characteristic, it follows that 2a is a non-singular 
linear transformation of Ua 9 Thus there exists a unique element ua ~ U. 
such that yaU a = Ya 9 
Let b < a and suppose we have shown that y,u a = y,  for all c < b < a. 
Then the congruence YaYb =~ ra,bYb mod lib, of Lemma 2, shows that 
(YaYb -- ra,Oyo)Ua = YaYb -- h,bYb whence, by our assumption on the char- 
acteristic, it follows that youa = Yb. Thus we conclude by ascending 
induction on b that youa = Yo for all b < a. Thus u~ is an identity element 
for Ua and in particular, ubua = ub for all b < a. 
Since yaUa = Ya ~- Va, it follows from Lemma 1 that ua ~ Va whence 
by ascending induction on a we see that the ub with b ~ a span ua, 
and hence that the u, span 2g IG ]. Since their number is equal to the 
dimension o f~K[G ] over K, the ua are a basis for .~K[G] over K. 
Thus we may write, for any a, b 6 P 
uaub = Y, V )dp)up ,  
ps.P 
where the ~h,b are well-defined functions from P into K which we proceed 
to determine. By Lemma 1, ~0a,b(p) = 0 i fp # Pa,0. Let q 6 P and suppose 
first that q ~ Pa,b 9 Then uybUq = uq so 
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Now we may write 
uq = ~ ~oa,b(p)upu q .
pep 
upuq = Y ,  ~op,q(r)u r . 
reP 
I f  ~p~.q(q) ~ 0 we must have q e P~,q whence q < p so upuq ~ Uq. Thus, 
comparing coefficients of Uq in our formula for uq above, we have 
1 = 5-:, Va.,b(p) if q e Pa,b. 
q<p 
On the other hand, if q r Pa,b and p ~ q then p ~ P,~,b so 
0 ~ ~,, ~a,b(P) if q d~ Pa,b" 
q<_p 
Thus, if we define a function 0.,b : P -+ K by 0.,b(q) = 1 if q 6 P.,b 
and O.,b(q)= 0 otherwise, we have 
O.Aq) = Z w.Ap). 
q<~p 
The MSbius inversion formula [5] implies 
~Pa,b(q) ~ ]~ I~(q, p)O.,b(P) = ~.,b(q) 
q<-p 
where ~,,b is the function which defines the multiplication in the MSbius 
algebra. Thus the mapping ua --~ a (~) l, a 6 P, defines an isomorphism 
of ~K[G]  onto J 'K[P] which certainly merits the adjective "canonical," 
since ua is invariantly defined by x , .  The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a finite group and let K be af ie ld  of  characteristic 
zero or prime to I G 1. Then the Burnside algebra ~K[G] is semisimple. 
4. RATIONAL CHARACTERS 
A rational character of G is the character of a representation of G 
in GL(n, Q).2 Beyond the bare definition we require only one fact [4, 
Lemma 39.4], which is a direct consequence of the definition and an ele- 
For Artin, a rational character is a rational valued character of a representation 
in GL(n, C). This distinction is important for some purposes but is irrelevant here. 
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mentary field theoretic argument: if g is a rational character and a ~ G, 
then Z(a k) = z(a)  for any integer k prime to the order of a. The ring 
,~[G] is by definition the ring of all Z-linear combinations of rational 
characters. We identify YQ[G] -~ 4~C[G] @ Q with the algebra of all Q- 
linear combinations of rational characters, so that ~C[G] is a subring 
of~"o[G]. We also view ~'[G] as a subring of~'Q[G] so that xa = Ya. 
Our aim is to study the homomorphism char by computing its effect 
on the primitive idempotents of ~'o[G]. 
Let u a be the element defined in the proof of Theorem 2 and write 
$1 a z ~a ~4b,aXb 
b<_a 
for suitable nb,a ~ Q. Since xa = XaUa, Lemma 1 implies 
But Lemma 2 says 
X a ~ 9r 2 mod Va 9 
xa 2 ~ I N~ : H, Ixamod G 
so that na,a = IN  a: Ha 1-1 and thus 
ua ~ Na : Ha I- lxamod Va- 
Let e a = ~b<_a #(b, a)ub be the primitive idempotent of~Q[G] defined by 
the construction of Theorem 1 and the isomorphism of Theorem 2. 
Since /~(a, a)= 1 our formula for ua implies 
e a : [ Na  : Ha l - i x  a -~ "~ •b,aXb 
b<a 
for suitable 2b,. e Q. Thus 
char ea -=-- I Na : Ha ]-l~:a + Z 2b,aG, 
b<a 
where s is the character defined by the G-set consisting of cosets mod 11o. 
Since ~%(a) is the number of cosets fixed by a, 
~b(a)=IHb1-1 Z 1, a~G,  
where the sum is over all ~ ~ G such that T-xa~: ~ Hb 9 
Let Z be the subset of all a ~ P such that H a is cyclic. Choose, for 
each a ~ Z, a generator aa of H a . Since ~-laaT ~ H b is impossible for 
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b < a we have ~b((Ya) = 0 in that case, while l:-~a.~ e H.  if and only if 
T e N . ,  so that ~a(a.) = I iV. : Ha I 9 Thus 
(char ea) (a~) ---- 1 if a ~ Z. 
Since char is a homomorphism, the elements char ea are idempotents of 
~YQ[G] and thus, being functions on G, assume only the values 0, 1. Let 
e = Y~ char e~. 
a~Z 
Then, since e is also an idempotent, we have 
1 > e(ab) = Y, (char ea) (ab) >__ (char eb) (ab) ~ 1 
aeZ 
for any b e Z, whence (char e.) (ab) = 6a,b for any a, b 6 Z. 
Let Ka, a e Z, be the collection of all elements a e G such that a gen- 
erates a group conjugate to H a . Then 
G=U K a 
aEg 
is a disjoint union. Let ea be the function on G which is 0 on K. and 1 
elsewhere. By the aforementioned lemma of [4], char ea is constant on 
the sets Ka, whence we conclude from (chare . ) (ab)= ~.,b that 
char e a = Ca, and that e is the function everywhere qual to 1. In par- 
ticular, ea e ,go[G] and the lemma of [4] implies now that the e., a e Z, 
are a Q-basis for YQ[G]. Thus 
char: ~Q[GI  --+ ~rQ[G] 
is an epimorphism. This much is Artin's theorem. Now Y,a~o e~ is the 
identity of ~3'Q[G] and must map under the epimorphism char into the 
identity e = ~]~z char e~ of YQ[G]. Thus 
0=e-  e= Z char ea. 
a,~g 
But again, the char e~ assume only the values 0, 1 so char ea = 0 for 
a # Z. We summarize the results, as 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a finite group. Let P be the set of  all conjugacy 
classes o f  subgroups of  G. Choose for  each a ~ P, a subgroup H.  in the 
class a. Let e. be the primitive idempotent of.~Q[G] which our construction 
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assigns to a. Let Z be the set of alI a ~ P for which Ha & cyclic. For each 
a ~ Z let Ka be the set of elements of G which generate a subgroup con- 
jugate to Ha, and let ~, : G --~ Z be the function equal to 1 on Ka and 0 
elsewhere. Then 
e a , i f  Ha is cyclic, 
char ea = 
O, otherwise. 
Thus char defines an isomorphism of algebras 
Y, Qx~ ~ ~'~Q[G], 
aeZ 
where x, is the isomorphism class of G-sets defined by Ha, and the kernel 
of char is Y~,z Qea" 
THEOREM 4. I f  14, is cyclic, then 
1 
Y~ tz(c,a)[H~[x~. e" - - lN .  I ~<. 
PROOV: Following [2], let the right-hand side be denoted ca'. For c ~ Z 
direct computation gives 
Thus 
1 
#~(~b)  - I H * 
Z 1= INo :Hc I  i fb~c  
~-lob~H, 0 otherwise 
1 
(char ea') (ab) -- Y, tz(C, a) ] H c ]~ec(ab) 
c<-a 
- -  Z #(c, a) = ~a,o = (char ca) (ab) 
b<_e~a 
Z = Z Z(aa)ea ~- Z Z tz( c, a) I Hc I~c 
as an explicit linear combination of the permutation characters 
To see that this is the formula Brauer has given in [2], one must remark 
Since both e~ and e.' are in Y~z Qxc we conclude from Theorem 3 that 
ea' = ea and the proof is complete. 
Note then that for any Z ~ YQ[G] we may write 
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that, for a cyclic group Ha, the partially ordered set P~ is isomorphic to 
the lattice of divisors of the integer ]Ha I and that #(c, a) = #([Ha: H~I) 
where # on the right is the MSbius function of elementary number 
theory. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a finite group. Let A ~_ B ~ C be cyclic subgroups 
of G. Then 
I c l  ~ ~(ID:C])]N(D)] 
is a non-negatiue integer, where # is the MSbius function of elementary 
number theory, N(D) is the normalizer of D in G, and the sum is ouer all 
subgroups D which lie between C and B. 
PROOF: The argument succeeds because we may compute the constants 
v~,b,o when Ha is cyclic and b < a. So let Ha be cyclic and define 
co~ ~ ~"0 [G] for e _<< a by 
~o~= Z /~(c,d)]Kal-X]Na[-~ea. 
c<_d<_a 
For s ~ c.~'-Q[G], put 
(~, 9)= Z ~((r)~((~). 
Since ~q(aa) = I Na : Hq I whenever d < q and is zero otherwise, 
(~q, ~oo) = Z ~q(~) Z /4c, a) l K,I-11 N~I-1 e,(~) 
rs~G c<~d~<a 
-- z ~(c,d)] K~I-~I Na[ -1 Z ~q((r) ea(~) 
c<~d<-a aeG 
= Z /4c, d ) ]Ud l - i l i~ l -~ lKd l  I id :Hq l  
cgd<_q 
Since char is a homomorphism, 
~a~b ~ Z "Pa,b,q ~q = Z 'Pa,b,q ~q" 
qeP q<~a 
Then 
so that 
(~a~b , (De) • Z "Pa,b,q(~q , O')c) = [ He ]-1 "Pa,b,c 
q-<a 
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v b,c = I Hc [(~a~b, 09c) 
-- [ no [ Z ~a(~)~o(~r) Z be(c, d)[ ga 1-1 ] Na] -1 ea(~) 
oeG e~d<<a 
= t Hcl X be( c , d) l Kdl-~t Nal -~ X ~a(C;)~b(a) 
c<_d<a aeK a 
=lHc l  Z be(c,d) lKal-ilNa[-'lKa[[Na:H.[lNa:Hb[ 
e~d<_b 
IH~I 
[Hal I nblc<_a<_bZ e(c,d) l Nd] . 
Since %,b,c is, by its definition, a non-negative integer, this is, except for 
notation, the statement of  the theorem. 
Theorem 5 has the following curious corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a finite group. Let A be a cyclic subgroup of 
prime power order pk. Let D be the subgroup of order p in A. I f  [ G [ 
< p~(p~ + 1) then D is normal in G. 
PROOF: This follows at once on taking A = B and C = 1, since 
] G ] - I N(D) ] ----- O mod p2k and [N(D) ]~ I A I ---- Pk. 
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